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About This Game

Game Description

Kyklos code, a first person action puzzler, sends you into your computer to defeat a virus. The virus has full control over your
data and resets you to your starting location every 10 seconds. The only way to fight back is by manipulating the reset state of

objects and activating new reset locations to ultimately find the virus and destroy it.

Special Features

 Fight a computer virus by overcoming its challenges.

 Meet a thrilling combination of logic puzzles and fast-paced action.

 Use a hack to take puzzle objects into your reset loop.

 Enjoy the cyberspace ambience powered by an intoxicating Synthwave soundtrack.
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Title: Kyklos Code
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Cube Factory
Publisher:
Cube Factory
Release Date: 15 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: Intel Core i3 (2.9GHz) or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 750 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 600 MB available space

English
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This is an educational game. If you know that, you'll probably really like it because it is a fun way to learn fractions in real
problems and Native American history, while running around a virtual world jumping over snakes, spearing fish and canoeing
through rapids. If you DIDN'T know it was an educational game, you might be annoyed, "Hey, what is this video about the
Ojibwe doing here?" You'll actually see how the Ojibwe lived by moving around in the woods, fishing, etc. in the game. If you
haven't used fractions since middle school, this is a good brush up. If you are in middle school now, hey, you're in luck. I wish
they had this when I was in school.. Absolutely gorgeous party game.
Well done!. game is okay need more songs but okay love it. This is a great pickup-and-play game. It satisfies a primal urge that
we, as humans, have to move large mounds of things. If you find yourself lying awake at night wondering what it all means, this
game is for you!

At first I was having a lot of trouble controlling my plow (I've never driven a plow before), but once I started driving on the
roads instead of through the snow I had a much easier time. I think I'll apply this lesson to my real life driving techniques as
well.

Love the music too! Good variety of tracks to keep your ears happy. The humming of your beastly plow motor can be a bit
harsh at times, but not so much that it ruins the experience.

10\/10 would plow again... wait, that's not how I meant it... I- ... I will play this game.

. I've bought this game years ago driven by curiosity, to find out what it takes to be one of the most hated kind of people in the
virtual world. Well, i've gained zero knowledge thanks to the gods, and uselessness of this product. To explain myself politely,
this is not a game, but a mental warfare without the cold trace of fun.
The music itself doesn't match with my style, some electronic stuff, tastes are so different between peoples, so i can't rate it but
acceptable enough. The game itself lacks of game elements, we have 7 "maps" total, (which are nothing more but a desktop-like
picture with a few dots named as servers) there are some crazy time limited memory games and thats all. You have to count
down numbers in a box from 63 to 0 while enemy servers attacking you (rofl), and there is another component of the game
which is totally the same...
I was in hope for a patch which adds some more features\/maps or something to the game, but no, everything remained the
same. Even the Vsync bug, which makes the HUD buttons disappear after each match, because the game have no graphics
options and you have to mess with your own video card to play the game. There are random crashes and i've also lost my profile
with my savegames and achievement progresses because for some reason, no idea how.
And what is the most surprising, perhaps the price, you still have to pay 20\u20ac for this headache after years!
If i truly regret wasting money on a product, well this is it. The honest price shall be around 0,5\u20ac, so try to find something
else about this genre, go away and don't look back, avoid to get robbed. I don't like to downvote games, because it is basically a
waste of time, but this must be serve as warning to all, to forget this game. Like what i try to do.. GOOD GAME, even in its
early access state.
I have finally arrived at the future of sub simulation games. I can now die in peace.

note: aside from the racist nazi's that flock to anything German ww2 themed, the game is good to play with sane and mature
friends. I have to say, I really liked this game much more than I thought I would. I typically don't play visual novels but a friend
recommended this one to me and I gave it a shot.

The game has great writing (super funny at parts!) and I felt that it told a very real story - Love is full of ups and downs and the
creator really makes you feel the weight of this, particularly near the end. The excitement and lust of a new relationship, the
longing when they're away, the paranoia, the fights, the make-ups, the everything. This game felt deep and bittersweet, and from
what I've seen, it's pretty rare in this genre.

Though have I little in common with the Emi (main character), I felt myself relating to her far more than I originally imagined.
The supporting staff is also great - Really appreciated the voice actress who did Isobel and James reminds me of someone I
actually hang out with!

Even if VNs are not your thing, I highly recommend you pick this up. I was skeptical going in but I really liked it!
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. This pack is entirely based on puzzles from PP2 Birds, but it's free for those who already own the game. All the puzzles have a
low piece count, so it's good for short sessions; a greater range of piece counts would be appreciated, though.
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Fun and chaotic platformer. Enemies are well made and annoying, avoidance and fight is both challanging enough. I liked the
graphical tuning (styles, zoom). Collectibles are well hidden. The platforming is a bit slidey. Decent game, lot of work went into
it.. I am giving this a tentative recommendation, which I hope to be a complete one as it updates. I played the freeware version
and fell deeply in love with the sprite animation, and location, but abhorred the controls. The controls thankfully were
something I got used to but having the option to map out own controls would be a great option.

All in all, for being early access, I think it works pretty well and has a great deal of promise. I , personally have yet to encounter
any game breaking bugs and I look forward to future updates.. Its turn 38 in the Great Northern War and my PBEM opponent
playing Karl XXI, the young king and a genius at war, have been steamrolling his way deep into the polish heartland, pushing
away any opposition with ease. Now however he is starting to feel the sting of my scorched earth tactics as he grinds his way
towards Ukraine. Crappy roads, russian winter and infrastructure will wither his invicible forces down. It isnt glorious but its the
only way I can win this. Loving it! True warfare!. Fun game. The music is very fitting for the levels, and you just want to keep
playing it...
If you like games like Super Hexagon, try this.. Alright, I will go as far as say I would recommend this.
It's a good concept that adds some nice tuned versions of the existing cars.

The let-down is that each of these vehicles is treated as an entirely seperate vehicle that you must buy seperately.

Hoping that in the future these modded vehicles just become mods to the base vehicles.. Cute and spooky as hell. There is not
much fancy stuff about this game, but it is more of positive then negative. Visual part is mostly fine, apart from
projectiles(they seem overly bright and contrasty). Sound is ok, but it appears to live a seprate life from the game. Gameplay
tries to mimic classic shmups and absolutely lacks innovations. Some may regard it a plus though. The levels lack ground
targets. Separate word should be given to the difficulty. Difficulty setting does not seem to affect anything, but the shield
capacity, so the easiest setting will be a hell for a player who is not good with this type of games. Concluding, i would say that
the game left more or less positve impression and i can recommend it to all fans of shmups.. One of my favourite strategy
games.
+old isometric graphic
+music
+hard (many missions you may finish in 2-10min if you know how do it or you fight 30-60min because you sart building and
do technology and in the same time opponent create only army)
+multiplayer
+map editor creator (you may create army and without save the map go to battle and create your new army or opposite in the
same time)
+colonial history of the Unitet States
+8 campaigns every with 5 missions

-only slow or fast mode (only fast work because on slow game crash and game is harder because on every attack of opponent
you have 0-1s to response)
-workers AI
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